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Abstract

A new structural–stratigraphic synthesis of the Apennine units of northern Calabria is presented. The Meso-Cenozoic su
are grouped into two tectonic units, named Pollino–Ciagola Unit (PCU) and Lungro–Verbicaro Unit (LVU), comprising t
formerly attributed to five different tectonic units. Fe–Mg carpholite and blue amphibole record HP–LT metamorphism
LVU, followed by progressive decompression leading to final greenschist facies re-equilibration during dominantly ext
deformation. Final tectonic emplacement of the LVU over the PCU post-dated the metamorphism of the LVU and was acco
by intense ductile deformation along zones of strain localisation in footwall rocks. All of the units were later affected by
and minor thrusting during subsequent Apennine tectonics.To cite this article: A. Iannace et al., C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.

Résumé

Mise en place structurale et évolution tectonique des Unités apenniniques en Calabre septentrionale. Une nouvelle
synthèse structurale et stratigraphique des Unités apenniniques de Calabre septentrionale est ici présentée. Les succe
cénozoïques sont regroupées en deux unités tectoniques, désignées sous le nom de Pollino–Ciagola (PCU) et Lungro
(LVU), comprenant des formations antérieurement attribuées à cinq unités tectoniques différentes. La carpholite Fe–M
phibole bleue témoignent d’un métamorphisme HP–LT dans la LVU, suivi par une décompression, conduisant à un rééq
final en faciès schistes verts, pendant la déformation à dominante extensionnelle. L’emplacement tectonique final de la L
PCU post-date le métamorphisme de la LVU et a été accompagné d’une déformation ductile intense le long de zones
dans les roches du compartiment chevauché. Toutes ces unités ont été ultérieurement plissées et légèrement charrié
tectonique apenninique.Pour citer cet article : A. Iannace et al., C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.
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1. Introduction

The aim of the present paper is to provide a new s
thesis of the regional geology of the Tyrrhenian side
northern Calabria between Maratea and Cetraro. Th
a key area in the western Mediterranean alpine ch
in that it represents the connection between the
imentary and non-metamorphic carbonate and pe
successions of the external Apennine domains with
ophiolitic units of the Calabrian Arc, affected by HP–L
to greenschist facies Alpine metamorphism.

The geology of the study area has been investig
mainly in the 1960s by French and Italian teams wit
the framework of several projects of geological mapp
[6,7,14,21,22]. These studies provided a great amo
of data, pointing out the extreme complexity of the
gional geology. Subsequently, a different stratigrap
structural setting was proposed[1,3], which, as pointed
out by some of us in several recent papers[23–25], did
not provide substantial original data and left open s
eral crucial points concerning the stratigraphy and
deformation characteristics of the successions. Ne
theless, this latter structural-stratigraphic scheme
been generally accepted, with minor modifications
most of the papers concerned with the geodynamic
the area[2,4,11,18,29,43]. Even a recent contributio
by Rossetti et al.[38], proposing a new geodynamic i
terpretation, is mainly based on structural and petrolo
data, without any detailed evaluation of the stratigrap
architecture.

Because of the great interest of the region, it was
urgent to carry out a reappraisal of the stratigraphic
structural framework and to put some order in the q
confusing stratigraphic nomenclature produced by
numerous published papers. In this study, after a cri
evaluation of the previous literature, we propose a n
stratigraphic setting for the area, based on a thoro
field re-examination of the geology of the region[17,
25,26,44,45]. The latter, integrated within the results
structural and petrologic studies, still in progress,
lows us to work out a new, detailed palaeogeograp
and geodynamic reconstruction. In particular, strong
idence for HP–LT metamorphism in the Apulian con
nental palaeomargin is provided here for the south
Apennines.

2. Previous studies

The historical and fundamental works by Corte
[15] and Quitzow[36] pointed out for the first time th
occurrence in the area of a complex mix of carbona
phyllites, metabasalts, and marbles. Grandjacquet[21,
22] and Compagnoni and Damiani[14] were the first
authors who mapped and described in modern time
area. The stratigraphic units they described have b
later on rearranged in different structural framewor
as we have shown diagrammatically inFig. 1. The main
stratigraphic units occurring in the area are the follo
ing:

– Middle Triassic phyllites with carbonate interca
tions of the Lungro area;

– Ladinian-Carnian metalimestones in the Cozzo
Pellegrino massif;

– Norian–Rhaetian dark dolomites widespread ac
the whole region;

– a Rhaetian to Palaeogene slope to basin carbo
and cherty succession;

– a Norian to Miocene carbonate platform success
in the Pollino Massif area;

– laminated, recrystallised limestones in the Ca
potenese and Monte Ciagola area (calcaires plaquet
tés);

– low-grade metapelites of the Lao River valley.

Grandjacquet[21,22]and Compagnoni and Damia
[14] considered these units as derived from a carb
ate platform domain and an adjoining slope and pela
basin (Fig. 1). Later on, Bousquet and Grandjacquet[8]
and Bousquet[7] interpreted the Middle–Upper Triass
phyllites and carbonates as the base of the platform
bonate succession. However, as already pointed ou
recent study[24], this relationship has no actual field e
idence, whereas the stratigraphic transition to the s
to basin succession has been confirmed[24,25].

Amodio Morelli et al.[1], in the most cited synthe
sis of the area, claimed that it was necessary to
arate the non-metamorphic successions of the Po
Massif from the metamorphic ones, the latter incl
ing the Triassic phyllites and carbonates of the L
gro area and thecalcaires plaquettés. Hence they in-
troduced the metamorphic San Donato Unit, which
been quoted in most of the subsequent literature,
has never been properly mapped. Moreover, its
tinction contrasted with the gradual transition betwe
the calcaires plaquettésand the undeformed platform
carbonated reported and mapped by previous w
ers [7,14]. In fact, Iannace and Vitale[23] have re-
cently demonstrated that part of the rock units c
sidered as metamorphic actually consist of highly
formed carbonates and marls involved in zones of
calised strain contained within the unmetamorpho
limestones. Furthermore, in Amodio Morelli et al.[1]
the low-grade metapelites of the Lao River valley, c
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Fig. 1. Synoptic scheme showing structural interpretations of the successions exposed in the studied area according to: (a) Compagnoni and Damian
[14] and Grandjacquet[22], (b) Bousquet and Grandjacquet[8], (c) Amodio Morelli et al.[1], (d) Rossetti et al.[38]. 1: Middle Triassic phyllites;
2: Ladinian Carnian meta-limestones;3: Norian to Palaeogene slope-to-basin carbonate and cherty succession;4: low-grade metapelites of the La
River valley;5: laminated, recrystallised limestones of Campotenese and Monte Ciagola (calcaires plaquettés); 6: Norian to Miocene carbonat
platform of Monte Pollino;7: crystalline continental basement rocks;8: ophiolitic rocks. Bold lines represent major tectonic contacts.

Fig. 1. Schéma montrant les interprétations structurales des successions affleurant dans la zone étudiée selon (a) Compagnoni et Damiani[14] et
Grandjacquet[22], (b) Bousquet et Grandjacquet[8], (c) Amodio Morelli et al.[1], (d) Rossetti et al.[38]. 1 : Métapélites du Trias moyen ;2 :
métacalcaires du Ladinien–Carnien ;3 : succession carbonatée et siliceuse de pente et bassin du Norien–Paléogène ;4 : métapélites de la vallée d
Lao ;5 : calcaires laminés et recristallisés de Campotenese et Monte Ciagola ;6 : carbonates de plate-forme du Monte Pollino ;7 : roches cristallines
de socle ;8 : roches ophiolitiques. Les lignes noires représentent les contacts tectoniques.
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sidered as a Miocene flysch in previous studies[14],
were attributed to the Cretaceous ophiolitic Frido u
Finally, all of these units were tectonically overlain
slices of crystalline and ophiolitic rocks of the Ca
abrian Arc (Sila[5], Diamante-Terranova and Malvit
[1] Units).

Rossetti et al.[38] basically accept the terminolog
of Amodio Morelli et al. [1], however distinguishing
two main tectonic units resulting from nappe stack
followed by extensional deformation. The upper pl
includes all carbonate and cherty successions, o
lain by – or embedded as tectonic slices within –
metapelites of the Frido Unit. The lower plate, sho
ing an HP–LT metamorphic signature, contains the
assic phyllites and the ophiolitic Diamante–Terrano
unit. This reconstruction, based on petrological d
and inferred structural relationships, contrasts with
well-documented stratigraphic continuity between
Anisian–Carnian phyllites and the Ladinian–Carn
carbonates at Lungro[9,24,27]. Moreover, the recon
struction proposed by the authors[38] involves the oc-
currence of Diamante–Terranova ophiolites also be
the Triassic phyllites and the carbonates; such a set
not based on documented field evidence but on an
ferred ‘geometrical relationship’[38, p. 7]is at variance
with the observations reported in all the previous lit
ature. Finally, the Eocene/Oligocene initiation of me
morphism in the rocks of the upper plate contrasts w
the Lower Miocene fossil content of some of the s
cessions[14,21,40].
,

3. Geological setting

Fig. 2 shows the tectonic scheme of northern C
abria according to our data. The Meso-Cenozoic s
cessions illustrated above can be grouped into
tectonic units: the lower one is here referred to
Pollino–Ciagola Unit (PCU), the upper one as Lung
Verbicaro Unit (LVU). The LVU is tectonically overlain
by small klippen of the ophiolite-bearing and con
nental crust units of the Calabrian Arc (Diaman
Terranova, Malvito[1] and Sila[5] units). In the south
ern part of the area, Tortonian conglomerates sea
main tectonic boundaries.

The thrust surface separating the LVU from the P
(Fig. 2) shows a general footwall flat geometry, t
rocks immediately below the contact being usually r
resented by the stratigraphic top part of the footw
succession. Thrust geometry in the hanging wall (LV
includes a frontal ramp, trending WNW–ESE from t
area of San Nicola Arcella to San Basile. A ma
detachment surface occurs along the Carnian–No
boundary, characterised by evaporites and silicicla
deposits. A further detachment occurs higher up al
the carbonate-siliciclastic boundary in the Neogene
of the succession.

Most of this reconstruction results from careful ma
ping in key areas[26], coupled with a critical re
interpretation of published maps and cross-secti
particularly those of Bousquet and Grandjacquet[6,7,
21,22]. With respect to all previous works, howev
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Fig. 2. Structural map, geological sections and stratigraphic-tectonic sketch of northern Calabria. Key to the stratigraphic-tectonic s1a:
Middle Triassic phyllites;1b: carbonate intercalations;2a: Ladinian–Carnian meta-limestones;2a: Carbonate build-ups of Monte Caramolo;3a:
phyllites, carbonates and evaporites of Cetraro;3b: Carnian dolomites;4: Norian–Rhaetian dolomites, carbonatic conglomerates, limestone
marls;5: Jurassic cherty limestones and radiolarites;6: Upper Cretaceous–Aquitanian Colle Trodo formation;7: Lower Burdigalian siliciclastic
deposits (Scisti del Fiume Lao);8: Norian–Rhaetian platform dolomites;9: Jurassic platform limestones;10: Cretaceous platform limestone
11: Jurassic–Palaeogene carbonatic conglomerates;14: Langhian Bifurto Formation;α: Triassic basic volcanics;β : Jurassic–Cretaceous bas
volcanics (limburgites).
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three areas provided new evidence crucial for our g
metric reconstruction: the Monte Palanuda, the
Basile village and the Timpone Sant’Angelo areas (
sections inFig. 2). In these outcrops, it is possible to o
serve Carnian carbonates of the LVU, stratigraphic
overlying the Anisian–Carnian phyllites and metac
bonates and grading upward to the Meso-Cenozoic
bicaro succession Auct. The latter succession overr
deformed Palaeogene carbonates and Miocene s
clastics of the PCU.

3.1. The Lungro–Verbicaro Unit

This unit is made up of a thick succession, comp
ing the Anisian–Carnian metapelites and metacarb
ates of the Lungro area[7,9], as well as the Verbicar
Unit [8]. The boundary between the Anisian–Carn
beds of Lungro and the Norian levels of the Verbic
Unit, considered as a main overthrust[1,2,8], has been
demonstrated to be basically stratigraphic[21,24,25].
Even though cataclasis and shear deformation oc
at this level, possibly related to both contractional a
extensional tectonics, the former stratigraphic relati
ships are preserved in the Montea–Valle Abatemarco
gion. In the Sangineto–Cetraro, Lungro and San Ba
areas, extensional tectonics strongly affects the suc
sion and may be responsible for minor stratigrap
omissions[25].

3.1.1. Stratigraphy
The lower part of the stratigraphic succession (Fig. 2)

consists of a thick pile of Middle Triassic phyllite
and metarenites with carbonate intercalations, follow
by meta-limestones and marly meta-limestones, eve
ally topped by Carnian layers comprising carbona
evaporites and clastic deposits. The general strat
phy and palaeoenvironmental interpretation have b
recently reappraised by Iannace et al.[25]. Both silici-
clastic input and evaporites increase toward the so
west (present coordinates). This Anisian–Carnian s
cession is followed by a thick dolomite interval, cove
ing the Norian and the Rhaetian, consisting of platfo
margin and slope to restricted basin facies[13,32]. In
stratigraphic continuity, or locally above an angular u
conformity, the post-Triassic part of the succession
-

represented by a cherty limestone succession of var
thickness, Jurassic in age[14]. We have found at differ
ent localities some beds of radiolarites[22], probably
Dogger in age (O’Dogherthy, pers. commun.). A d
conformity separates these layers from the upper
of the succession, represented by the Colle Trodo
mation[40], a resedimented unit evolving from Uppe
most Cretaceous–Palaeocene coarse carbonates (Brèche
à silex in [21] andBrecce Poligenichein [14]) to cal-
careous and marly calcareous turbidites with red
green pelites and, finally, to metapelites and metaren
of Early Miocene age (Flysch del LaoFormation in[14]
or Scisti del Fiume Laoin [6]). Basic lavas, represente
by metabasalts with pillow structures and pyroxe
amphibole spessartitic dykes (‘limburgites’ Auct.), a
occur, generally cutting through the Triassic and Ju
sic formations of the unit. According to a single acco
[35], in a single outcrop, now destroyed, the magm
rocks occur as dykes in theBrecce PoligenicheForma-
tion. However, as clasts of basic rocks occur within
Brecce Poligeniche, a Jurassic or Cretaceous age
pears to be most probable for the latter magmatism.

The top of the succession, represented by theScisti
del Fiume LaoFormation, has been loosely includ
[1] in the ophiolite-bearing Frido Unit of the Calabria
Lucania borderland. Even though the basal contac
the Scisti del Fiume Laois often sheared, the stra
graphic relationship with the underlying formation c
be observed at least at three sites: Contrada Albe
Tremoli, and Colle Trodo (Fig. 2). Above a few me-
tres of turbiditic calcarenites, there are green and g
metapelites and marls with thin intercalations of bro
metarenites with parallel and cross laminations. C
carenite and calcirudite beds occur throughout the
cession. Biostratigraphic analysis of the nannopla
ton allowed us to date this interval as not older th
Aquitanian–Lower Burdigalian, based on the prese
of the index species markerDiscoaster druggiiandHe-
licosphaera carteri.

3.1.2. Structures and metamorphism
The LVU is characterised by polyphased deform

tion and metamorphism. Evidence for an early H
LT metamorphism is provided by the presence of F
Mg carpholite that we have found in quartz veins
tigra-
n ;
s

n-
Fig. 2. Carte structurale, coupes et esquisse stratigraphique–tectonique de la Calabre du Nord. La numération dans l’esquisse stra
phique–tectonique est la suivante.1a : Métapélites du Trias moyen ;1b : intercalations carbonatées ;2a : métacalcaires du Ladinien–Carnie
2a : récifs du Monte Caramolo ;3a : métapélites, évaporites et carbonates de Cetraro ;3b : dolomies du Carnien ;4 : Dolomies, calcaires et marne
du Norien–Rhétien ;5 : Calcaires à silex et radiolarites du Jurassique ;6 : formation de Colle Trodo ;7 : dépôts silicoclastiques du Burdigalien I
férieur ;8 : dolomies de plate-forme du Norien–Rhétien ;9 : calcaires de plate-forme du Jurassique ;10 : calcaire de plate-forme du Crétacé ;11 :
niveaux conglomératiques du Jurassique–Paléogène ;14 : formation du Bifurto du Miocène ;α : roches volcaniques basiques du Trias ;β : roches
volcaniques basiques (limburgites) du Jurassique–Crétacé.
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the Lower MioceneScisti del Fiume LaoFormation.
The Fe–Mg carpholite, identified through optical m
croscopy and XR diffraction, consists of quite lar
crystals (up to several centimetres) grouped into ra
aggregates nucleating from within the veins. Mic
probe analyses indicate variable compositions rel
to an isothermal decompression path[34]. The occur-
rence of Fe–Mg carpholite is quite widespread acr
the whole area (Fig. 2) and is consistent with that of blu
amphibole in the limburgites[35], as well as in green
stones contained in the Triassic phyllites[30].

The main deformation of the LVU is characterised
substantial strain localisation phenomena and dyna
recrystallisation in most limestones. It occurred un
blueschist to greenschist facies conditions, as indic
by the mineral assemblages[18,19]associated with th
related structures. These include:

– a dominantly flat-lying foliation, to which a min
eral/stretching lineation is locally associated;

– metric to millimetric, recumbent, isoclinal intrafo
lial folds;

– boudinage of competent (mostly dolomite) beds
– low- to moderately-dipping extensional shear-zo

These structures, which appear to be associated w
dominantly coaxial strain, are mostly consistent wit
bulk deformation dominated by vertical shortening a
horizontal extension. It seems likely that much of
deformation records the early part of the exhumati
related tectonic evolution, as it retains kinematic
herence with structures developed under progress
lower pressure conditions.

Late structures include both regional and min
buckle folds and thrusts, probably associated with
tonic emplacement of the studied rocks onto more ex
nal units of the Apennines, and to further deformat
affecting the whole tectonic edifice. Folds are mos
inclined to overturned, and ranging from open to tig
Tectonic fabrics associated with parasitic folds to ma
structures include a discontinuously developed cre
lation cleavage in the less competent lithologies a
locally, a spaced cleavage in competent beds.

3.2. The Pollino–Ciagola Unit

The Pollino–Ciagola Unit (PCU) as defined he
comprises not only the Pollino Massif and the Mo
Ciagola–Monte Gada ridge carbonate succession
mapped in[2,4], but also several outcrops previous
referred to as the San Donato (Campotenese, Cozz
trara, Lao River Valley), Verbicaro (Serra Vingiolo a
s

-

Punta Scalea), and Monti della Maddalena (Lao R
Valley) Units.

3.2.1. Stratigraphy
The carbonate succession cropping out in the Po

Massif is the typically Apenninic, Mesozoic–Cenozo
carbonate platform succession[39]. It mainly consists
of some 2000 m of lagoonal carbonate beds recor
virtually continuous shallow water sedimentation fro
Late Triassic to Middle Eocene, with only some bre
in the Late Cretaceous and Palaeocene. The shallow
ter carbonates are covered by the Lower Miocene, p
ably Burdigalian, open shelf calcarenites (Cerch
Formation[40]) followed by not-older-than Langhia
siliciclastic, turbiditic deposits (Bifurto Formation[31,
40]).

The stratigraphic successions of the PCU in
Ciagola–Gada ridge, Aieta, Maratea and Campote
areas have been considered as the lateral equiv
of the platform succession cropping out in the Poll
Massif [7,14]. Our field and microfacies studies, still
progress, confirm this early suggestion. The Upper
assic beds are almost everywhere represented by p
dal dolomites with abundant fenestral facies and biva
and gastropod-rich beds locally topped (Serra Vingi
Monte la Serra) by megalodontid-bearing limestone
Latest Triassic age. The Jurassic levels contain e
wackestones and packstones with foraminifers, a
and oncoids (Colle Liguori, La Destra) or a high-ene
calcareous facies rich in corals and echinoid fragm
(Monte la Serra, Maratea, Aieta). The Cretaceou
dominated by coarse floatstones and rudstones with
istid and gastropod fossils (Nerineasp.). It is not clear
whether the Palaeogene is represented in the area;
ever, calcareous breccias withNummulitessp., both in
the clasts and in the matrix, occur in the Campoten
area. These breccias rapidly evolve to thinly bedded
carenites and marls, and finally to heavily deform
macroforaminifer-bearing marls, pelites and rare b
of quartzarenites.

3.2.2. Structures
The carbonates of the PCU in the Pollino Mas

are mainly affected by large-scale gentle to open fo
and high-angle faults. However, most of the outcr
considered in the present study are also affected
ductile deformation localized in narrow zones[23,45].
As a general rule, the degree of deformation increa
from the massive platform successions toward the re
imented slope facies to the southwest. The highest s
values are reached in the horizons closer to the s
clastic, stratigraphically younger beds. Strain local
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tion led to the development of a main foliation rangi
from a slaty cleavage in the pelitic beds to a shape
ric produced by flattening of the clasts in the calcare
resedimented facies[46]. A stretching lineation is often
observed on the foliation surface. In very thin calcar
ite beds, small-scale isoclinal folds also occur, wh
axes are roughly parallel to the stretching lineation
seems likely that these structures formed in the footw
to the LVU, the latter unit – and those further occurri
on top of it – providing the tectonic load enhancing du
tile deformation. At some localities (e.g., Cozzo Nisc
the main foliation within the PCU can be observed to
roughly parallel to the tectonic contact with the over
ing LVU.

Close to tight folds are superposed onto the pr
ous structures, also affecting the main foliation. T
crenulation cleavage associated with these folds is
developed in the pelitic beds, whilst it is substituted
a more discontinuous and spaced cleavage in the
carenite beds.

4. Discussion and conclusions

A new structural-stratigraphic framework has be
obtained for the study area based on the integratio
detailed stratigraphic, structural and petrologic stud
with a thorough critical analysis of pre-existing work
The tectonic setting unravelled by our work represe
a significant simplification with respect to that so
accepted for this area. We wish to acknowledge h
that our work has re-evaluated data and interpretat
by the French and Italian researchers who extensi
mapped the area in the 1960s and whose results
been generally overlooked in favour of more recent
sometimes less documented works.

The tectonic interpretation proposed here, as we
the new stratigraphic and structural data, show sev
points of good coherence concerning the sedimen
and structural-metamorphic evolution of the entire b
In fact, the carbonate successions of the PCU docum
a persisting shallow platform environment replaced
ward the southwest by successions dominated by s
facies. This trend seems to continue in the LVU,
which slope and especially pelagic facies are domin
It is interesting to observe that in this latter unit t
transition from platform to pelagic environments see
to occur progressively earlier from northeast to sou
west (present coordinates). Moreover, in the southw
radiolarite beds have been found, representing pr
bly the most distal part of the basin during the Juras
These trends suggest that the more subsiding areas
located to the southwest. Our suggestion of a Jura
t

e

or Cretaceous age for the basic volcanics (limburgi)

is a further clue for the proximity of these areas to
oceanic realm. In summary, our reconstruction depic
well-ordered succession of facies at the edge of a co
nental margin.

The tectono-metamorphic history recorded by
LVU comprises HP–LT metamorphism, followed by d
compression and final greenschist facies re-equilibra
during dominantly extensional deformation. Structu
development and evolution occurred throughout
whole exhumation history, starting from high-press
(blueschist facies) conditions and continuing dur
decompression reaching greenschist facies condit
Our analysis suggests an early development of struc
features and their continued modification during on
ing exhumation. Fe–Mg carpholite, which we found
several outcrops of Lower Miocene metapelites,
been recently proved to be a reliable indicator of s
nificant underthrusting of continental margin succ
sions close to oceanic complexes[20,37,42]. We have
to acknowledge that the first quotations of carpholite
Calabria are due to De Roever[16] and Busato and Gi
ampaolo[10], who described the mineral in outcrops
the time attributed to the Frido Unit and now interpre
by us as part of the LVU. Also the findings of Fe–M
carpholite by Rossetti et al.[38] can be reconciled with
our reconstruction, because their samples come f
the Triassic phyllites that we include in the LVU. Oth
papers briefly mentioned the presence of blue am
boles, another HP–LT index mineral, in the limburgi
[35] and in metabasalts contained in the Triassic p
lites [30].

The occurrence of HP–LT minerals in the Low
MioceneScisti del Fiume LaoFormation, in the Tri-
assic phyllites and in the limburgites contained in
Jurassic carbonates, poses serious problems to th
cent model of Rossetti et al.[38]. In fact, these mineral
occur in both lower and upper plate as defined by the
ter authors, this eliminating the inferred metamorp
break that represents the core of the model. Actu
the model of Rossetti et al.[38] appears to be flawe
by insufficient stratigraphic constraints. In the desc
tion of the belt, the latter authors emphasize the
portance of metapelites and ophiolites, disregarding
stratigraphy of the thick carbonate successions. Th
representing the backbone of the mountain belt, are
picted in the tectonostratigraphic scheme by Ros
et al.[38, Fig. 2]as dismembered slices included with
a tectonic mélange. The reconstruction carried out in
present paper, which is a refinement of early suggest
by previous authors[24,25], shows instead that man
stratigraphic and facies relationships are well preser
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Fig. 3. Interpreted main steps of the geodynamic evolution of the s
ied area.

Fig. 3. Étapes principales dans l’évolution géodynamique de la
étudiée.

The carbonate units (LVU and PCU), tectonically u
derlying the ophiolite nappes, retain an overall inter
stratigraphic coherence despite the fact they underw
deep tectonic burial, HP–LT metamorphism and sub
quent exhumation.

The final tectonic emplacement of the LVU ov
the PCU occurred under low-temperature conditio
but with the development of ductile deformation in t
footwall and thrusts and folds in the hanging wall.
the PCU (Ciagola–Gada and Maratea areas) and in
LVU, a marked strain localisation is dominant, with l
cal good preservation of sedimentary and palaeonto
ical features, a characteristic that has been observ
other continental margin successions involved in un
thrusting to considerable depths[41].

In Fig. 3we attempt to frame these well-constrain
data and interpretations within a possible geodyna
evolution emphasizing the points that are still op
During the Aquitanian–Burdigalian, while the Calab
crystalline and ophiolitic units are already piled up,
LVU succession is still exposed on the seafloor
receives sedimentation by a siliciclastic input. Sub
quently, the LVU experiences deep underthrusting
tectonic burial. Ar/Ar ages obtained by Rossetti et
[38] on three samples from Cetraro fit reasonably w
the maximum age of metamorphism as constrained
our stratigraphic data. The much older age provided
a fourth sample dated by Rossetti et al.[38] should
be discussed after a more precise topographic loca
tion.

Tectonic exhumation is mainly associated with
tensional deformation, as witnessed by the main fab
of the LVU, which we interpret as resulting from ver
cal shortening. A substantial part of the exhumation
t

-

extensional deformation occurred prior to the final e
placement of the LVU on top of the PCU, as the la
does not record comparable metamorphic conditi
The contact between the LVU and the PCU is best
terpreted as a thrust, which emplaces older on you
rocks and relatively high-pressure units on top of low
pressure ones. Therefore, it can be envisaged tha
exhuming LVU rock body, while experiencing duct
thinning, was bounded by a thrust at the base and
overlain by an extensional detachment. This could
tentatively located within the ophiolitic units overlyin
the LVU. In these units, in fact, a major, ‘normal-sen
pressure break is well known to occur ([12], and refer-
ences therein) and has been recently interpreted as
gional extensional detachment, based on structural
gathered south of our study area[37]. Rapid cooling
occurring in the immediate footwall of an extension
detachment could also explain the preservation of
Mg carpholite in the topmost part of the LVU[28]. In
the footwall to such a detachment, internal deforma
of the LVU appears to have been dominated by coa
strain.

The subsequent evolution of the system occurre
shallow crustal levels, leading to the developmen
buckle folds and thrusts at a whole range of scales
it is typical of the Apennines fold and thrust belt. To
tonian coarse clastics seal this evolution.

The main point that we consider still open to d
cussion concerns the palaeogeographic link betwee
original sedimentary domains pertaining to the LV
and PCU, and their relationships to oceanic areas.
more conservative interpretation of our data would
dicate that the LVU sedimentary domain was borde
on one side by an oceanic realm, whereas on the o
it made transition to the PCU domain. This seems
be supported by several facies analogies, especia
the Tertiary successions and by the coherence o
general facies trends. In such a hypothesis, both u
would represent the most distal part of the Apul
continental margin. This interpretation needs not o
further stratigraphic/sedimentologic evidence, but a
a better characterisation of the thermobarometric c
ditions experienced by the PCU, in order to infer
approximate original length of the corresponding
derthrust segment of the continental margin and ch
whether the estimated length is in agreement wit
contiguous position of the LVU and PCU sediment
domains.

A more articulated palaeogeographic reconstruc
might involve the existence of an oceanic branch (
canian Ocean[5,33]) between the LVU and PCU do
mains. This scenario might be supported by the e
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60.
tence of ophiolitic units characterized by a sedimen
cover continuous up to the Early Miocene, testifyi
to a Burdigalian deformation. Moreover, available d
suggest the possible existence of an age gap bet
the deformation of the LVU (which might be as old
Aquitanian–Early Burdigalian) and the PCU (Serrav
lian) in more external areas. The major weaknesse
this hypothesis are the lack of outcrops showing
canian ophiolites sandwiched between LVU and PC
and of a direct dating of the youngest sediments of
PCU in the study area.
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